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PAVING TH E ROAD TO H E ALTH

luke 
Disney

message from the e xecutive  director

2    north star alliance

It was another busy year for North Star Alliance (North 
Star). We saw donations and other sources of income  
grow by 50%, six new Roadside Wellness Centres (RWCs) 
open, including our first in West Africa, 40 new team 
members join the organisation, and our patient visits 
increase by over 10%.

At the operating level, we added four new RWCs in our 
Southern Africa Region as part of our partnership with the 
Southern African Development Community (SADC) and 
placed our first RWC in Mozambique, in partnership with 
the Ministry of Transport, the World Food Programme, 
FHI 360 and USAID. In East Africa, we strengthened 
our cooperation with the Ministry of Public Health and 
Sanitation in Kenya, which now lists two of our seven 
RWCs in the country as official government sites. One 
of these sites, the Mlolongo RWC in Athi River District, 
has become the first North Star RWC to provide HIV and 
tuberculosis treatment on site. Finally, in West Africa, 
we were proud to open our first RWC in Farafenni, the 
Gambia. Thanks to the expanding operations across  
Africa, we had approximately 220,000 patient visits at 
our clinics in 2012. Over 40% of these were from key 
populations, including truck drivers and sex workers. 

As a leader in building strategic partnerships between 
public, private and humanitarian organisations, developing 
new and existing partnerships is a core part of our 
operating model. In 2012, we were proud to bring new 
partners into this network as well as grow our support 
among a number of important existing partners. At the 
Head Office level, this included securing new support 
from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands; taking important technological steps forward 
with in-kind support from ORTEC, Just-Bl and CISCO 
Systems; and establishing a new partnership with Trafigura 
Foundation, which will help to build key capacities in the 
Netherlands. In East Africa, we embarked on an exciting 
partnership with the Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS 
Foundation that will support our seven RWCs in Kenya. 

In Southern Africa, we signed an agreement with Wits 
Reproductive Health and HIV Institute that will see us 
establish five new RWCs in South Africa in 2013. Together, 
these partnerships have enabled us to lay the foundations 
for expansion that will provide transparent, standardised 
and monitored health care to a growing number  
of traditionally hard-to-reach people across Africa. 

Behind the scenes we formally changed the management 
structure to more accurately reflect the operational reality. 
Paul Matthew and Eva Mwai were appointed Regional 
Directors for Southern and Eastern Africa, respectively.  
The three of us now form what will be known as the 
Board of Directors. We will be held accountable by 
the Supervisory Board in a formal two-tier governance 
structure, which is in line with best practices in terms  
of transparency and good governance.

As we enter what looks to be a promising year of growth  
at North Star, l would like to recognise the invaluable 
efforts of our staff, working on the front line of healthcare 
delivery, as well as those working at the Regional and  
Head Office level, for their dedication and hard work.  
I would also like to thank each of our partners for their 
support, dedication and for the on-going enthusiasm they 
show for our work. It is this energy that drives our team  
to continuously strive to be more effective, efficient,  
and most importantly, innovative in their work to promote  
and secure global health.

Thank you for your continued support.

Luke Disney
executive director, north star alliance
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message from the chair

Looking back on 2012, we can see that North Star continues 
to sustain its steady growth and improvement. Donations 
and other forms of financial support were up from the 
previous year, while costs were kept in line. Further, North 
Star continued to attract new support from both the public 
and private sectors, despite the significant cuts being made 
on both sides of the fence. Whether you call it social 
entrepreneurship or modern humanitarianism, North Star 
is clearly a shining example of a new breed of organisation 
combining professional management structures, solid 
quantitative and qualitative performance measures,  
and innovating financing models, to improve the lives  
of millions in Africa.

Naturally, as the organisation continues to grow in size, so 
do its achievements, which, in turn, are earning it more and 
more international recognition. We are particularly pleased 
to note that Paul Matthew, North Star’s Regional Director 
for Southern Africa, received the Schwab Foundation 2012 
Award for Social Entrepreneur of the Year in Africa. 

In addition to the growth in patient visits we were also 
pleased to see the management team’s relentless 
dedication to quality and process improvement continued 
unabatedly. In this respect, we feel that the changes to the 
management structure were timely and appropriate in order 
to ensure clear and efficient areas of focus and lines of 
communication within the organisation. The informal two-
region (East and Southern Africa) structure has now  
been officially consecrated, with Utrecht remaining the 
group Head Office. 

The changes have also extended to the Supervisory Board 
level. After six years of working with Council of Strategic 
Partners, composed of representatives of the six core 
partner organisations, in 2012 North Star made the 
decision to implement an independent Supervisory Board. 
Over the next three years, up to seven new Supervisory 

Board members representing a diversity of regional and 
occupational insights will be recruited to stand guarantee 
for the good governance of North Star. In the interim, a 
care-taker Supervisory Board consisting of three members 
of the previous Council of Strategic Partners has been 
appointed to guide the process and ensure continuity. The 
three current board members will resign their positions 
(one per year) over the three-year period. 

Finally, we have decided to do away with the “core partner” 
distinction. As of 2013, we will officially recognise all 
organisations making contributions to North Star above 
the defined time/resource thresholds as “Alliance 
Members”. The support North Star has received from the 
more than 70 organisations over the last six years has 
made us who we are, and the Board of Directors and the 
Supervisory Board felt that it was important to recognise  
the full breadth and depth of these unique contributions. 

These changes have been formalised in a new set of 
Articles of Association signed on 15 December 2012 at  
the North Star Head Office in Utrecht. Alliance Members 
will receive additional information in the course of 2013. 

I wish to thank the Board of Management, the entire  
North Star team and all our many partners and friends  
for all their efforts in 2012. I look forward to an exciting  
and fruitful cooperation in 2013.

Geerhard de Vries
supervisory board chair, north star alliance
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North Star Alliance brings health services to hard-
to-reach people across Africa in a “Blue Box”. We 
use converted shipping containers (painted blue) to 
house clinics (Roadside Wellness Centres or RWCs) 
that deliver public health programmes for people with 
increased health risks, like truck drivers and sex 
workers, and primary health care to communities 
with limited or no access to medical services.

We chose this “containerised-approach” because 
semi-mobile structures with a standard layout could 
be rapidly produced and deployed, enabling us to 
continuously expand our reach. As a result, we’ve 
grown from one clinic with 5,000 visitors in 2007,  
to a network reaching over 225,000 people in 13 
countries; and we’re only getting started.

As of 2012, we worked with more than 70 partners 
from the private, public and humanitarian sectors.  
As we continue to grow our network of “Blue 
Boxes”, we are always on the lookout for new 
partners to join our alliance and help us expand  
our reach across Africa and around the world.

We know that a “Blue Box” can’t solve all the health 
challenges facing our clients, but over the last six 
years we’ve been amazed to discover just how much 
of a difference they can make. As we continue to 
expand our network across Africa, we’re working 
hard to make that difference grow every day.

our Mission is to proviDe  
sustainable access to high Quality 
health services for Mobile 
populations anD relateD coMMunities 



2012 highlights

During the past year we’ve haD Many
reasons to celebrate our success  
here are a few noteworthy highlights

North Star Alliance and Fleet Forum  
combined forces to provide truck drivers  
with on-the-job health, road safety,  
and occupational skills training through the 

NSEWA LEArNiNg NEtWork

The first North Star laboratory was opened at 
our RWC in Salgaa (Kenya), increasing greatly 
our capacity to provide timely and confidential 
diagnoses to our clients in the region

m
a

rc
h

North Star’s Regional Director for  
Southern Africa, Paul Matthew, is named 

Social EntrEPrEnEur  
of thE YEar africa 2012 
at the World Economic Forum on Africa by  
The Schwab Foundation for Social Entrepreneurship

Cisco Systems joined our network of 

partners and provided North Star with 

important hardware and software 

to improve the reliability of our data 

management and communication 

systems across our clinical network

Qurius/Prodware joined North 

Star’s network of partners  

and supported North Star by 

developing an ICT Roadmap and 

advising us on office systems

may

june

july

new roadside  
wellness centres (rwcs)  
were opened in 

Victoria Falls  
Zimbabwe 

and 

Ficksburg  
South Africa 

with support from the 
southern african  
development  
community (sadc)

The North Star road show 
continued, making a stop at the 
World Food Programme (WFP) 
Head Office in Rome (Italy)

contract was signeD with the 
national aiDs control council 
in kenya to support our rwc in 
Maai Mahiu (kenya), through the 
total war against aiDs project

+

+
+

+
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A new ‘Blue Box’ container arrives 
safely in the Port of Beira and is 
transported to Inchope, in preparation 
for the launch of our first RWC in 
Mozambique. The centre is supported  
by FHI 360 and funded by USAID, WFP 
and the Government of Mozambique

A partnership is established with the 

ELizAbEth gLASEr 
pEdiAtric AidS 
FouNdAtioN (EgpAF)
that will support North Star operations  
in Kenya and build our capacity to 
reach key populations including truck 
drivers and sex workers

october november

nairobi, ke

north star east 
africa moves to 
its new office in

++

+

North Star begins  

development of   

a Database anD Digital 
Mapping tool of 
existing healthcare 
infrastructure 

along main corridors in Africa 

that will strengthen our  

referral system and optimise  

our network deployment

North Star participates in a high-level visit 

to the Democratic Republic of Congo  

and scouts potential sites for future RWCs

The latest version of COMETS, our 
electronic health passport and data 
management system, is released

north Star and container leasing africa  
(CLA) cosponsor the 

thouSand hillS  
football club 

as a way to promote healthy living for young  
people in KwaZulu-Natal (South Africa)

+

+

having outgrown their office builDing,  
the southern africa regional office Moves 
froM gillitts to pinetown (south africa)

august

december
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two new rwcs  
are opened in 

Forbes 
Zimbabwe 

and

Kazungula Ferry   
Botswana 

in partnership 
with the 
southern african 
development  
community (sadc)

north star’s first rwc in west africa  
was opened on world aids day in 

Farafenni  
The Gambia 
with support from tnt express, the  
trafigura foundation, wfp, naso, and the 
ministry of health and social welfare

North Star releases the 

state of the roaD survey
which examines the major challenges 
that mobile populations face along 
two major corridors in Africa and the 
policies and programmes in place to 
address these issues

+

+
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a le arning organisation

In 2006, North Star Alliance (North Star) was founded in 
response to the overwhelming impact that HIV was having 
on Africa’s transport sector. As the concept developed  
and our model was honed, it became clear that mobile 
workers, like long-distance truck drivers, were only one 
side of a more complex story. If our response to HIV and 
other sexually transmitted infections (STIs) was to be 
successful, we would need to look beyond the scope of 
occupational health and into the wider public health 
sphere, addressing a chain of links in the transmission of 
disease. To do that, we would have to expand the range  
of services offered at each Roadside Wellness Centre 
(RWC) in a way that supported local and national health 
care systems and offer them to some of the most-at-risk 
people in the broader community. 

Bolstered by strategic information and expert advice, we 
honed our model to include specific services for sex 
workers and community members living near transport 
hubs and ports, who each represented a link in the 
transmission of communicable disease. In addition to 
expanding our services to the broader community,  
we also widened the scope of our health service package  
to include more than HIV and STI prevention and 
management. Mobility plays a key role in the spread of 
other high impact diseases like malaria and tuberculosis 
and North Star’s RWCs are ideally positioned to help 
national and regional health authorities reach most-at-risk 
populations for these diseases as well.

Continuing to develop a deeper understanding of the 
people we serve, and of the health needs in communities 
and countries where we work has been a core part of  
our approach since we opened our first RWC. This year, 
we took some important steps in this light. 

While we’ve long recognised the devastating impact that 
HIV and other communicable diseases are having on 
mobile populations, we knew we needed to develop a better 
understanding of how truck drivers conceived of their own 
health and the services we offer. To accomplish this,  
we launched the first phase of a significant research study 
called “Health on the Road” that will deepen greatly our 
understanding of this key population, and enable them to 
play a participatory role in the development of future 
services and programmes offered at our RWCs. In unison 
with this programme, we officially launched the NSEWA 
Learning Network, a new initiative that addresses the 
interconnected issues of health and road safety through 
the provision of driver safety training and health-related 
programmes. We also launched a new peer education 
training programme that provides sex workers with the 
resources and health-specific knowledge needed to reach 
their peers with important health and lifestyle information 
after they’ve left our clinic.  

These initiatives have already enabled us to develop a 
deeper understanding of our clients and will continue  
to play a significant role in how we work with and within 
our communities as we look toward 2013.

health care is about people anD having a  
Deep unDerstanDing of the coMMunities we 
work with is a core part of what we Do
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” The centre makes me happy and the sister 
listens to my problems. She also tests my  
blood pressure which is very high because  
I stress a lot about money, my family, and 
being away from them for so long. The centre  
is like a bright star—it gives me hope”

daniel 
long distance truck driver, zimbabwe



•  Roadside Wellness Centres (RWCs) are 
usually housed in converted shipping 
containers (painted blue) that are divided 
into a clinical and an educational area.

•  RWCs are located at ‘hotspots’ such  
as border posts, transit towns or ports 
where trucks stop, and where sex work 
and informal trades often flourish. 

•  Each RWC employs both a local 
medical officer and behavior change 
communication specialist.

•  All of our RWCs are digitally linked using 
our innovative electronic health passport 
system called COMETS, which allows us to 
gather patient data, track epidemiological 
trends, evaluate key performance 
indicators, and oversee operations.

•  Our RWCs are open to everyone but 
provide special services and programmes 
for mobile populations like long-distance 
truck drivers and vulnerable groups such 
as sex workers.

•  RWCs are open at hours that suit our 
target groups, including evening services 
for working truck drivers.

•  We offer a select package of services 
and programmes that are aligned with 
national health strategies. When we 
are unable to treat a specific condition, 
however, our comprehensive local 
healthcare mapping enables us to refer  
a client to other providers in the area.

health in a blue box

10    north star alliance
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roadside  wellness

a network of roadside wellness centres
Truck drivers and other mobile workers often have 
difficulty accessing quality health care without losing 
valuable work time. Simple factors like limited operating 
hours and distance to health facilities are barriers for 
people who cannot take time off to seek medical treatment. 
As a solution, North Star developed the Roadside Wellness 
Centre (RWC) concept to extend local health infrastructure 
and strengthen referral systems to meet the needs of  
truck drivers and others, including nearby communities. 

With support from the PharmAccess Foundation, we have 
developed a health service package that is responsive to 
our clients’ needs. North Star clinics offer general health 
check-ups, treatment for a range of illnesses including, 
but not limited to, sexually transmitted infections and 
malaria, counselling and testing for HIV, anti-retroviral 
treatment, free condoms and information on topics such as 
tuberculosis, hypertension, diabetes, and positive gender 
relations. To stay relevant, we constantly assess our services 
and invest in ways to improve our capacity to deliver them. 

Our clinics are located at ‘hotspots’ such as border posts, 
transit towns or ports where large numbers of trucks stop, 
load and offload, and where sex work and informal trades 
flourish. Most are open late when drivers are parked for 
the night and sex work activity peaks. The exact hours of 
operation, referral mechanisms and other details are 
determined in conjunction with local stakeholders prior  
to establishing each clinic.

technology for health
North Star uses a proprietary electronic health passport 
system called COMETS, developed by ORTEC, that enables 
our clinicians to access client health information anywhere 
in the network. The system, which is continually being 
upgraded, uses unique personal identification numbers 
so that we can monitor who comes through a clinic, their 
medical history, how they are treated, whether they return, 
and whether the same person goes to another clinic within 
the network. COMETS is accessible for staff with limited 
computer literacy and is resilient to common operational 
challenges like power outages and breaks in connectivity. 

In 2012, we worked with ORTEC and Just-BI to develop  
the next version of COMETS, which extends our capacity 
to gather rich data, report on a variety of health issues, 
and prescribe appropriate treatment. This version, which 
will be released in the first half of 2013, will also introduce 
biometric identification to increase client convenience and 
data security across our network.
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we’re thinking insiDe the ‘blue box’ 
anD bringing health care to africa’s  
harD-to-reach coMMunities 
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regional updates

head office
In 2012, our Head Office built on strategic investments 
made during 2011 to lay the foundations to meet the 
growing demand for our services. Our primary areas of 
focus included the development of a standardised medical 
service package by our Medical Committee with support 
from the Wits Reproductive Health & HIV Institute (WRHI) 
and the PharmAccess Foundation; the establishment  
of new quality control and management systems using 
SafeCare guidelines; improvements to COMETS, our 
electronic health passport system; research and the initial 
development of a new staff training programme; the 
development of new, standardised communications 
materials to promote a unified North Star brand among our 
stakeholders, clients and the general public; and, the 
enactment of a new legal governance structure, including 
new articles of associations and rules of procedure, to 
ensure that our growing organisation continues to exemplify 
excellence in the areas of governance and transparency. 

west africa
In early 2012, the container required for the construction 
of our first clinic in West Africa was converted in Durban 
and shipped to Banjul, The Gambia. After an extensive 
scouting period, it was placed in Farafenni in May 2012, 
and on December 1st, World AIDS Day, it was opened with 
support from the Trafigura Foundation. In cooperation 
with a nearby hospital, two nurses have joined our team. 
In addition, medicine has been provided by the National 
AIDS Services Organisation (NASO) to the centre for the 
first six months of its operations. We also took important 
steps in 2012 to deepen our partnership with the Abidjan-
Lagos Corridor Organisation. In April, we installed COMETS, 
our electronic health passport system, in two of their HIV 
information units along the Abidjan-Lagos Corridor, and, 
near the end of 2012, we began exploring opportunities  
to collaborate on service delivery. 
 
 

east africa
In 2012, our East Africa region worked to develop and 
strengthen regional partnerships to promote and expand 
the range of services offered across our clinical network.  
In Kenya, we strengthened our partnership with the 
Ministry of Health and Sanitation, which enabled us to 
begin providing on-site HIV and tuberculosis treatment  
at two of the seven Kenyan clinics. In addition to rolling 
out these new services, we were proud to establish the 
first North Star Alliance laboratory in July at our Salgaa 
RWC. This new lab will greatly improve our capacity to 
provide timely and confidential diagnosis to clients in the 
region. To promote our services among key populations, 
we launched a peer education training programme for 
sex workers in partnership with SOA AIDS Netherlands. 
We also launched a fee-for-service pilot with Rongai 
Workshop & Transport Ltd. and Redshank Ltd., to provide 
health care to their employees at our Salgaa RWC.

southern africa
At the beginning of 2012, several new clinics needed to 
be established, staffed, and opened in cooperation with 
the Southern African Development Community (SADC). 
We were happy to officially open four of these clinics in the 
second half of the year. In May, Paul Matthew, the Regional 
Director for Southern Africa, was recognised as Social 
Entrepreneur of the Year Africa, by the Schwab Foundation 
for Social Entrepreneurship at the World Economic Forum 
Africa in Addis Ababa. Partnering with Fleet Forum,  
The NSEWA Learning Network, our training arm, was 
launched in October, and in November we were excited to 
establish a new office in Johannesburg, where our regional 
finance and HR departments are now housed. This move 
coincided with the relocation of our Durban office to 
Pinetown, to again provide more space for our growing staff. 
Near the end of 2012, in conjunction with the WRHI  
we secured funding from the United States Presidents’s 
Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) for the 
establishment of five new clinics in South Africa, which  
will begin in 2013. 

our regions took iMportant steps  
to extenD our health services to More  
coMMunities in neeD across africa
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” As a medical student, being able to go on an 
internship with North Star provided a perfect 
opportunity to explore my public health 
interests, to be part of an experienced, hard-
working team and get the involvement and 
responsibilities that I could not get in my 
university or local hospital. Being part of an 
ambitious team and providing valuable services 
have made these six months really rewarding.”

rick van den helder  
medical intern, north star alliance

nelly mbithi
vct counsellor
emali, kenya  
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where we work

1000 KM

500 Mi

operational country
non-operational country
north star offices

in 2012, we expanDeD our network  
of roaDsiDe wellness centres  
in east anD southern africa 
anD openeD our first in west africa

utrecht, nl

durban, sa

johannesburg, sa

nairobi, ke
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in 2012, we haD a coMbineD total of  
219,681 visits across 29 clinics male female

Mwanza, Malawi
11,840

Chirundu North, Zambia
6,934

Walvis Bay, Namibia
11,824

Beitbridge, Zimbabwe
19,982

Chirundu South, Zimbabwe
15,810

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
6,247

Katuna, Uganda
5,386

Malaba, Uganda
9,751

Mombasa, Kenya
13,955

Tunduma, Tanzania
2,772

Mwanza, Tanzania
6,876

Burnt Forest, Kenya
6,662

Emali, Kenya
9,631

Katima Mulilo, Namibia
5,222

Maai Mahiu, Kenya
5,823

Mlolongo, Kenya
8,423

Namanga, Kenya
7,919

Salgaa, Kenya
10,011

Bukavu, DRC
8,622

Cato Ridge, South Africa
10,527

Kahama, Tanzania
3,854

Ficksburg, South Africa
2,082

Forbes, Zimbabwe
508

Kazungula Ferry, Botswana
426

Matsapha, Swaziland
145

Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe
2,867

Farafenni, The Gambia
{No statistics to date}

Lukala, DRC
18,447

Ngwenya, Swaziland
7,135
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our results

educational sessions

135,071
sti testing & treatment

11,047

hiv counselling & testing

46,875

primary health care

69,728

16    north star alliance

262,721
total clinical anD eDucational

sessions

262,721 clinical anD eDucational sessions
took place at north star alliance 
clinics in 2012
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957,707 

session attendance  based on  gender 

condoms distributed  based on  gender 

session attendance  based on  occupation

51% 49% 49% 51% 60% 40%

truck drivers
sex workers
other community members

male
female

primary 
health care

sti testing  
& treatment

hiv counselling  
& testing

= 10,000 condoms

male
female

total 
condoms

71%

19%

10%

primary health care

62%

18% 20%

sti testing & treatment

61%

25%

14%

hiv counselling & testing
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partner s

I N T E R N A T I O N A L
ART AIDSF O R

Cato Ridge 
Truck Stop

our partners play a funDaMental role in all 
that we Do, because no single organisation 
acting alone can turn the tiDe in public health
For this reason, North Star Alliance was built on the principles of partnership, complementarity and accountability.   
In addition to the partners identified here, we would like to recognise the tremendous support of national governments  
and individual ministries in each of the countries where we are active, as well as a number of local hospitals and  
clinics who accept client referrals, share materials, and provide voluntary support to our staff in their communities. 
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Mtongani 

Road 
Transport 
Operations 

Neighbours 
in Action 

Rongai 
Workshop & 
Transport Ltd. 

West Africa Health 
Organization

New Happy 
Development 
Foundation
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“With optimisation techniques you can achieve 
more with less or, so-to-say, much, much more 
with the same. We are proud to be partnered with 
North Star, and to support their work through the 
development of optimisation tools that enable more 
lives to be to saved and more people to be reached 
with important health services across Africa.” 
 
lambert van der bruggen 
ceo, ortec consulting
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management board

mr. luke disney
Executive Director 
North Star Alliance
Utrecht, The Netherlands

Luke has 10 years of experience building international 
public-private partnerships. In 2006, he was asked by 
TNT and the World Food Programme (WFP) to take the 
reins at North Star Alliance (North Star) to develop 
the organisation and expand its partner base. Prior to 
this, Luke worked on the ground-breaking TNT-WFP 
partnership focused on hunger relief.

                 

mr. paul matthew
Regional Director, Southern Africa
North Star Alliance
Durban, South Africa

For two decades, Paul has been a driving force in the road 
freight industry’s response to AIDS. Prior to joining  
North Star’s management team in 2009, Paul worked  
in various executive positions, serving most recently  
as CEO of Ikaheng HR Services PTY LTD. 

                 

ms. eva mwai
Regional Director, East Africa 
North Star Alliance
Nairobi, Kenya

For over 20 years, Eva has worked in the field of 
programme management. Prior to joining North Star  
in 2009 as the General Manager East Africa, Eva  
was the CEO of St. John’s Ambulance Kenya. Eva was 
promoted to Director East Africa in December 2011.

                 

 
 

supervisory board

mr. geerhard de vries
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
VP Global Business Consulting, ORTEC
Atlanta, Georgia, United States of America

Geerhard is VP Business Consulting with ORTEC. Before 
working with ORTEC, he worked over twelve years as  
a senior consultant for a large healthcare organisation 
in the Netherlands. He is involved with ORTEC’s 
Social Responsibility Program in order to contribute to 
humanitarian aid organisations by deploying ORTEC’s 
resources and expertise to optimize logistical processes.

                 

mr. bas janssen
Managing Director
TNT Express Road Networks
Duiven, The Netherlands

Bas has worked for more than 20 years at TNT in different 
functions. Besides being on the Supervisory Board of 
North Star, Bas is Chairman of the Board for Fleet Forum, 
an organisation set up in 2003 between worldwide 
humanitarian organisations and development organisations.       

                 

dr. syed asif altaf
Global HIV/AIDS Programme Coordinator
International Transport Workers’ Federation
London, United Kingdom

Asif is currently working as the Global HIV/AIDS 
Coordinator in the International Transport Workers 
Federation (ITF). Over the last 20 years he worked as 
Programme Manager in a number of international 
organisations and implemented different reproductive  
and occupational healthcare programmes. 

                 

the people  of  north star

north star owes its success to the    
knowleDge, passion, anD energy of our staff, 
ManageMent boarD, anD supervisory boarD
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” From our network of Roadside Wellness Centres, to 
our Head and Regional Offices, North Star’s success 
to date has been driven by the knowledge, passion, 
and energy of our growing team. I am deeply proud 
of their hard-work and the tremendous importance 
they place on ensuring some of Africa’s most hard-
to-reach people stay healthy.” 
 
luke disney 
executive director, north star alliance

in 2012, 132 
people were 
employed by 
north star in 
15 countries. 
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caroline charles kalondu
clinical officer 

emali, kenya 

margaret nkwanyana
clinical officer 

cato ridge, south africa

audhriech kadyakapita
site coordinator 
mwanza, malawi

lucy jacinta wanjiru 
vct counsellor 

maai mahiu, kenya 

sammy waweru igeria 
security guard 

maai mahiu, kenya 
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cash donations  euro

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands 1,367,000

Southern African Development Community 950,500

TNT Express 400,000

Trafigura Foundation 304,500

UPS Foundation (via Fleet Forum) 133,000

FHi 360 113,500

Soa Aids 100,000

Aids Fonds 80,000

Chevron Corporation 75,500

World Food Programme 72,000

Heineken Africa Foundation 37,500

Transport Education & Training Authority 36,000

Walvis Bay Corridor Group 31,000

Other 63, 612

total cash donations 3,764,112

in-kind donations

ORTEC 325,000

World Food Programme 109,000

PharmAccess Foundation 71,000

Other 49,921

total in-kind donations 554,921

total donations 4,319,033

2012 2011

assets euro euro

non-current assets

Property, Plant and Equipment 69,980 79,680

current assets

Trade and Other Receivables 254,671 102,950

Cash and Cash Equivalents 1,240,237 603,164

total assets 1,564,888 785,794

equity

Restricted Funds 273,545 257,825

Unrestricted Funds 440,940 180,599

Continuity Reserve 250,000 —

Foreign Currency Translation Reserve (26,501) (7,254)

total equity 937,984 431,170

liabilities

non-current liabilities

Instalment Sale 15,415 8,731

current liabilities

Instalment Sale 5,559 23,790

Trade and Other Payables 264,135 182,103

Deferred Income 341,795 140,000

total liabilities 626,904 354,624

total equity & liabilities 1,564,888 785,794

financials
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2012 2011

revenue  euro  euro

Donations 4,319,033 2,893,460

other income

Other income 15,184 4,980

interest Received 8,370 1,171

total other income 23,554 6,151
total revenue 4,342,587 2,899,611

operating expenses

Salaries 1,784,063 1,317,718

Establishment Costs 91,124 144,191

Finance, Legal and Administration 376,160 128,624

integrated Computer Technology 481,985 459,631

Marketing, Communications and Fundraising 36,268 171,532

Prevention 216,592 57,281

Running Costs 329,750 266,799

Subcontractors External 327,072 —

Travel Costs 173,512 152,105

total operating expenses 3,816,526 2,697,881
operating result 526,061 201,730
interest Expenses — 690

surplus for the year 526,061 201,040

 Refer to our website (www.northstar-alliance.org) for the complete set of 2012 audited financial statements.
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”North Star Alliance is a remarkable social enterprise that is creating 
widescale social change through its network of Roadside Wellness Centres. 
North Star has achieved success through cross sector collaboration, 
working with regional governing bodies to influence health policy, building 
corporate partnerships to scale the clinics, and interacting with local 
hospitals to ensure consistent healthcare. This type of collaboration  
is something that we at the Schwab Foundation value highly.”

david aikman
head, schwab foundation for social entrepreneurship 
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guiding principles

Since North Star Alliance was founded, we’ve worked 
to expand our reach each year to some of the people 
most heavily affected by communicable diseases across 
Africa; all through our simple but effective “Blue Box” 
Roadside Wellness Centres (RWCs).

By combining high-quality, measured prevention and 
treatment services for high-impact diseases like HIV, 
tuberculosis and malaria in our easily accessible drop-in 
clinics, we’re changing the way companies, governments 
and communities think about health care.

As a result, we’ve been able to build a dedicated network 
of public, private, and humanitarian partners whose 
diverse skills and support have enabled us to maximise 
our impact on the ground. For us, this has meant providing 
essential health care and information to more people,  
in a shorter time, than we could have ever hoped as a 
stand-alone organisation. Since we were established in 
2006, we’ve placed four guiding principles at the core  
of our model:

since north star was founDeD,  
four guiDing principles  
have been the founDation for our  
approach to health care

1

2

3

4

provide a platform for public  
and private engagement
We are confident that well-managed, efficient and effective 
regional healthcare networks can create a platform  
to launch new products and services to complement and 
subsidise our existing health service packages. 

demonstrate return on investment
We ensure that the financial contributions of all 
stakeholders are clearly linked to the outcomes of our 
activities. Monthly reports that disaggregate results  
from individual RWCs and their services are available  
so that partners can stay abreast of their investments. 

share the financial burden
We believe that, for the foreseeable future, the costs of 
providing sustainable access to high-quality health services 
in most low-income settings cannot be borne by the direct 
stakeholders (i.e., individuals, communities, and businesses) 
alone. Indirect stakeholders, such as international donors, 
multinational supply-chain operators, and philanthropic 
foundations, will need to remain engaged. 

demonstrate impact
We only expect stakeholders to invest in healthcare 
interventions that have proven their impact. Our 
computerised system, COMETS, allows us to monitor  
each RWC’s performance and track client visits. Reports 
can be generated on demand for the entire network 
or individual RWCs, which gives investors and other 
stakeholders access to near-real time information. 



P.O. Box 14195
3508 SG Utrecht
The Netherlands
+31 30 234 3210

P.O. Box 438
Gillitts 3603
South Africa
+27 31 767 2294

P.O. Box 165
00202 Nairobi
Kenya
+254 20 271 262 8578

www.northstar-alliance.org
info@northstar-alliance.org


